Recently there have been a number of papers concerning both phenomenological-and theoretical-analyses in the exclusive-and inclusive-e· 1 e-annihilation process.!) In this paper, in particular, we are much interested in a test of semi-local duality picture') by means of a duality sum rule [which is more or less different from the finite energy sum rule (FESR**l for R(s))]. For this purpose, there has been an interesting proposal by Sato, 4 ) who observed two significant remarks in this annihilation process ( e+ e--'>/r +anything). This process reveals scaling behaviour provided that the generalized scaling variable introduced by Bloom and Gilman 2 ) in the analysis of deep inelastic e-jJ scattering data is utilized: The scaling revealed in this process can be described by means of the generalized scaling variable
x'=x-m//s(.r=2E,.jyls) rather than .:r. Moreover, he has derived a sum rule which enables us to connect the scaling function of (1/Gr) (dujdx'), i.e., I-I(x') 111 his 111 the holds.
notation, near the kinematical boundary (x->1) ·with the pion form factor time-like region. He has, of course, assumed that the semi-local duality His duality sum rule is expressed as follo·ws: * 1 Permanent address: Department of Physics, Kohe-gakuin University, Tarumi, Kobe. ** 1 As an FESR in this process, the following formula is proposed by Sakurai, 3 l
where R"'Y(s) =:;8, Q,' (i=constituent quarb). This is one of useful tools for examining vanous quark models. (2)
Now we examme his second result, i.e., Eq. (1), carefully: An important point on which we would like to comment is that the conservation of G-parity is not 
15 20 it IS necessary that the follo~wing independent scaling beha\'iour holds, prO\"icled that the description given in Ref. 4 ) is applicable,
The sign of ( ±) represents the eigenvalues of G-parity. To obtain explicit expressions for 11'± 1 ( ) { ' ) from the fu llowing relations:
we must rmt ;:mother assumption. For the sake of simplicity, we shall assume that the symmetry of G-parity spaces (seems to be reasonable) holds,
near x' =:-1, as suggested by a nai\'e quark parton model. Using the above assumption and Eq. (5), we obtain two concrete expressions, When Eqs. (3) and (7) 
The matrix element for the process, e+ c ~ ->~p scattering, and cross section are calculated in the following: 
Dashed areas are compensated ones between
H<~l (x')'s and the continuum-like contributions.
CJ(e+e--'>np) =aiF(s) I
2 A. According to Refs. 2) and 4), let us write down the sum rules in the sense of the semi-local duality picture,
where r 0 2 is the missing mass squared, and the integrands on the right-hand side are supposed to become the scaling-limit functiOns for r 2 >rt Equation (12) states that the scaling functions (1/CJr(±)) (dCJ<±'/dx') do compensate the isolated prominent contributions near the kinematical boundaries (x=1 and 1-7}) in a sense of FESR. Except the kinematical boundary region, H<±l (x') do smear out the other contributions (CJ(e+e--+om), CJ(e+e--+pp), CJ(e+e--+5n) and so on): Physical meanings built-in Eqs. (8), (9) and (12) are typically demonstrated in Fig. 3 .
After similar works in Ref. 4 ) and noting the missing mass squared (r0 = (2m,) 2 and r 0 = (mP + m,) 2 ) , the following two semi-local duality sum rules are obtained, These two equations, of course, satisfy the conservation of G-parity. To know whether the semi-local duality picture in this process holds or not, Eqs. (13) and (14) are utilized. Equation (13) is improved Sato's sum rule. It should be noted that s-dependence of [F(s)f is weaker than [F,(s)f by one power of s.
Comparisons with experimental data: By utilizing the experimental data R<± 1 (s) and Eq. (7), the two form factors, Eqs. (13) and (14), are calculated. They are shown in Fig. 4 . As seen in Fig. 4 (a) , the left-hand side of Eq. (13) is consistent '.vith the present experimental data. Our result is smaller than Sato's result by a ratio of (R<+l / R). With this coincidence for R = + 1 in Fig. 4 (a) , it is in"lpossible to state that the semi-local duality picture holds. To check this picture we must also examine Eq. (14) at the same time. Unfortunately, there is no experimental information on f F(s) [ 2 • Instead of Eqs. (13) and (14), the symmetric forms can be presented, They imply that in the region of vs <3 Ge V, o(e+ e----">/(ere-) IS (R(+) I R(-)) times as big as o(e' e----">llp) in ratio. In the region of y's> 3Ge V, Jj<j;-and </;'-resonances contributions (G= -1) overwhelm the R<+> contribution. In order to compare Eq. (16) with experimental data, ·we use the R<-> (s) 's in Fig. 1 , branching ratios of rJN~P" at y's=3.1 GeV and rf'-•pOnO at vs=3.7GeV. 13 ) The calculated values (Eq. (16)) which are consistent \vith the experimental data are presented in Table I . Conclusion: From the results in Fig. 4(a) and Table I , it might be predicted that i) Equation (7), i.e., 1-J<+l (x') = 4 (1-x') , 2 holds experimentally,**>. ***J ii) Equations (13) and (14) , in other words, the semi-local duality pictures with hvo signs of G-parity shown typically in Fig. 2 hold.
The expectations for (1/or<+>) · (do<±>jdx') =H<±>(x') which are more restricted and symmetric forms than II(x') discovered in Ref. 4) should be examined in the near future. Furthermore, to discriminate between Eq. (13) and form factors (formulas) based on the vector meson dominance hypothesis/'> '.ve have to wait for many experiments available.
